Baltimore: Divided City

Baltimore: Open City

Urban Segregation produces a divided city, in which resources are not equitably distributed. The social inequalities produced by segregation create a city that is not socially sustainable.

Baltimore’s Social Geography creates conditions for intra-regional and divided behaviour.

Urban segregation creates conditions of social health in the city as poverty, crime, health and education become spatially concentrated and other segments of the population become excluded from societal resources and opportunities.

Baltimore’s Social Geography creates conditions for intra-regional and divided behaviour.

Centuries of Consequential Policies have shaped urban segregation in Baltimore.

The Evolution of the Black Ghetto in Baltimore: As suburbs were determined by racial zoning practices, and urban centres segregated by housing discrimination, the city’s Black ghettos expanded by 1940.
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Baltimore’s social division is one of the city’s greatest shortcomings. Baltimore is a divided city, because alongside to division and inequality, the city has a vibrant and diverse culture.
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